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Dioxin cannot be confidently identified as the causative agent of these findings
at this time because of several reasons, including the absence of correlations with an
exposure index and the incomplete clinical picture.
However, dioxin is not exonerated as
a causative agent because of the directionality of the observed group differences and the
preliminary nature of the exposure index used in the AFHS first
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UNITED STATES AIR FOPCE PERSONNEL AND EXPOSURE TO HERBICIDE ORANGE

INTRODUCTION

The United States Air Force is corducting an epidemiological study to
determine whether or not military personnel associated with herbicide spraying
during the Vietnam War have experienced any adverse health effects.
The Air
Force progran responsible for the herbicide spraying was code named Operation
Ranah Hand, and the personnel involved in the spray missions are termed Ranch
Hands.
The current epidemiological study is called the Air Force Health
Study (AFHS).
This report reviews salient findings of the AFHS first
morbidity report.I
reports, this article presents new work by examining relaAFHS findings and the results of laboratory toxicological
studies and other epidemiological studies addressing dioxin.
This report
attempts to assess the extent to which these initial
AFHS findings are compat-

"Building on prior
"tionships between
-

ible with toxic effects of 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo para dioxin (TCDD) as
known from animal experiments and, to a lesser extent, from observation in
humans.
In the p-eparation of this report, more than 400 dioxin-related
published articles were studied, and a biomedical portrait of dioxin effects
emerged.
Th!s portrait will change as research proceeds; nevertheless, the
current literature is sufficiently mature to permit comparison with AFHS
findings.

KKHODS
The Protocol

Investigators ac the USAF School of Aerolpace Medicine developed a comprehensive study protocol to govern the AFHS.
The protocol underwent exten-

sive peer review by military and civilian agencies, including: The University
of Texas School of Public Health, an Air Force Soientific Advisory Board, the
Armed Forces Epidemiological Board, the National Academy of Sciences, and the
White House appointed Agent Orange Working Group. This last organization
"continues to act in an advisory role. Recommendations by these groups were
incorporated
SA•.."• into the protocol.
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Study Design

The study design is a matched cohort design in a nonconcurrent prospective setting.
The study addresses mortality and morbidity and includes longterm follow-up activities.
A detailed population ascertainment process identified 1,278 Ranch Hand personnel who served in Vietnam during the period 1962
through 1"71 , when the spraying operation was active. A comparison group was

formed by identifying all individuals assigned to Air Force organizational
units with a mission of flying cargo to,

from, and in Vietnam during the same

period.
A computerized nearest neighbor selection process was used to match
up to 10 comparison individuals to each Ranch Hand. This matching was done by
job category, race, and age. The initial comparison group erroneously contained some individuals who did not in fact have any Southeast Asia experience.
These individuals (18%) were removed from the comparison population
after detailed hand record review, leaving an average of approximately eight
comparison irdividuals matched to each Ranch Hand.
The comparison individuals matched to each Ranch Hand were listed in
random order within each set. The first five comparisons were included in the

mortality analyses giving these studies a 1:5 design.

For each living Ranch

Hand, the first living member of his randomized comparison set was selected
for participation in a morbidity study consisting of an in-home interview and
a comprehensive physical examination.
If the matched comparison subject
declined to participate or subsequently withdrew from the morbidity study,
that individual was replaced by the next living comparison subject from the
randomized set who was willing to participate.
Follow-up studies are an important aspect of the AFHS.

The follow-up

studies consist of mortality and morbidity components. Each Ranch Hand and
his set of comparisons will be the subject of mortality evaluations for the
next 20 years. In addition, follow-up questionnaires and physical examinations are being offered to participants in 1985, 1987, 1992, 1997, and 2002 in
order to bracket the latency periods associatel with possible attributable
disease.

Inference Concerning Herbicide Causation
In an experiment,

members from a single population are randomly assigned

to either a treatment (exposed) or control group.
completely randomized designs,

In the setting of such

statistically significant differences between

the treated and control group can often be reliably ascribed to the effect of
the exposure. The AFHS is the study of an unplanned environmental exposure
and thus does not follow the above experimental design. The study has a nonrandomized design and is an observational study. In such studies, while the
comparison group is chosen to be similar to the exposed group with respect to
as many qualities as possible, except exposure status, in the absence of

randcmization, group differences or the lack thereof cannot be interpreted
solely in terms of exposure. For example, in the AFHS the exposed group was
stationed in the Republic of Vietnam itself, while most of the comparison
2
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group was quartered in surrounding areas such as Okinawa and Japan.

%
Sunambiguously

Compari-

son aircrew members periodically flew into Vietnam while comparison ground
support personnel, predominantly enlisted, remained in non-combat areas.
Ranch Hand Vietnam tour length was approximately 1 year while comparison tour

length was 3 years.

These differences and others may or may not influence

health and longevity. Thus, group differences or the lack thereof cannot
be ascribed to herbicide exposure.
This emphasizes the impor-

tance of relating study results Co other studies to see whether common patterns of effect emerge.

Another approach to inference is the use of an exposure measure or index.
If one knew exactly how much herbicide each Ranch Hand was exposed to, highly
exposed individuals could be contrasted with less exposed individuals within

the Ranch Hand group and an estimate of herbicide effect could be constructed.
However, once again, since randomization was not employed in the dose assignment, estimates of herbicide effect must be viewed with great care due to the
possibility of confounding factors.
For example, it could happen that higher
exposures occurred for a variety of reasons in the lower socio-economic strata
(lower ranks) of the Ranch Hand cohort.
Industrial hygiene data concerning
herbicide exposure were not collected during the Vietnam era. In any case,

however, the use of an exposure index provides another view of exposure
effects which can augment interpretation of group differences.
The exposure index used in this report relates to the TCDD-containing
herbicides:
Herbicide Orange, Herbicide Purple, Herbicide Pink, and Herbicide

Green. Archived samples of Herbicide Purple had a mean TCDD concentration of
approximately 33 ppm, and archived samples of Herbicide Orange had a mean
concentration of 2 ppm. Herbicides Pink and Green contained twice the 2,4,5-T
of Herbicide Purple and, therefore, have been estimated to contain TCDD at a
concentration of approximately 66 ppm.

-
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Using mission records, it was possible to determine the amount of each
herbicide sprayed each month in Vietnam as well as the number of Ranch Hands
in each job categorý who were involved in spraying that month for the period
1962 through 1971.
Tour data also allowed determination of the months each
individual was involved in the Ranch Hand operation. Using these data, an
exposure index was developed for each Ranch Hand. The exposure index is
directly proportional to the number of gallons of herbicide sprayed in Vietnam
during the individual's tour, where potential exposure to the higher TCDDcontaining herbicides 'Purple, Pink, Green) has been properly scaled according
to dioxin concentration to place them on the same basis as Herbicide Orange.
Also, the exposure index is inversely proportional to the number of airmen
assigned to the specific subject's job category during his tour.
From the description Just given, it should be clear that the current
Ranch Hand exposure index is an estimate only, as it applies theater-wide
spraying to a single individual, and, since it assumes that all individuals in
a job category were equally exposed.
Also, the degree to which this calcu-

lated index is associated with actual body burden of TCDD is unknown.

In

short, the absence of a positive association between the index and health
outcomes cannot be taken as confirming a lack of herbicide effect, nor can the
presence of an association be interpreted as an unambiguous herbicide effect
without consideration of possible confounding factors.

I

3!

Job category matching in the AFHS used five categories:
(a) officerpilot,(b) officer-navigator, (c) officer-other, (d) enlisted-flying, and (e)
enlisted-ground.
Exposure index analyses used three occupational categories:
all officers were combined into one category called "officer" due to the fact
that navigators and pilots, while having different jobs, were believed to be
exposed in the same manner.
For each exposure occupational group (officer,
enlisted-flying, enlisted-ground), the calculated exposure index was trichotomized into three levels:
low exposure, medium exposure, and high exposure.
Since the mode of.exposure was judged to be different in each occupational
group, statistical analyses with the exposure index were occupational group
specific.

*
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Questionnaire and Physical Examination

The AFHS uses a broad medical history and physical examination.
medical history was collected by an extensive in-home questionnaire.

3

The

The purpose of the extenslve questionnaire was to collect data that could

be analyzed :or the subjective presence of adverse health effects that might
be related to herbicide exposure.
In addition to the study participants, the
"questionnaire contractor was also required to interview the participants'
current and former wives, as well as the first-order next-of-kin of deceased
individuals to obtain morbidity data as completely as possible.
Physical examinations were performed at a single location by a contractor. All examiners evaluated the participants without knowledge of their
exposure status. The number of examiners and the turnover of staff members
were kept to a minimum to limit between-examiner variability.
All laboratory
tests were subjected to rigid standards of quality control, and laboratory ard
physical examination data were measured on a continuous scale whenever possible to improve statistical power in the analysis.
A general summary of the major components of the examination is presented
in Table 1, and the laboratory procedures conducted on each subject are listed
in Table 2.
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TABLE 1.

AFHS PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

General Physical Examination
Neurological Examination
Dermatological Examination
Electrocardiogram
Pulmonary Function Study
Chest X-ray
Nerve Conduction Velocities
Psychological Evaluation:
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI)
Cornell
Wechsler Memory Scale I
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS)
Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT)
Halstead-Reitan Neuropsychological Battery

iP
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TABLE 2. LABORATORY PROCEDURES
Chemistry Panel:

*

Blood Urea Nitrogen (BUN)
Creatinine
Cholesterol
High-Density Lipoprotein

I'Triglyceride

I
-~Lactic

Total Bilirubin
Direct Bilirubin
Alkaline Phosphosphatase
Glucose (Fasting and 2 hour)

I
-~

214-Hour Urine
Volume
Delta Amino Levulinic Acid
Coproporphyrins

Uroporphyr ins

Porphobilinogen
Creatinine
Semen Analysis:

Cortisol (Fasting and 2 hour)
Serum Glutamic-Oxaloacetic
Transaminase (SGOT)
Serum Glutamic-Pyruvic
Transaminase (SGPT)
Gamma Glutamyl Transpeptidase
(GGTP)
Acid Dehydrogenase (LDH)
Creatine Phosphokinase (CPK)
Blood Alcohol
Hormone Assay:

low

Urinalysis:

Luteinizing Hormone (LH)
Follicle Stimulating Hormone (FSH)
Testostarone
Triiodothyronine (TV)Uptake
Tetraiodothyronine (TOI
Free Thyroxine Index (FTI)

Hematology Panel:
Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate
Prothrombin Time
Serological Test for Syphilis (RPR)
White Blood Cell Count
(with 10,000 cell differential)
Red Blood Cell Count
Hemoglobin
Hematocrit
Red Cell Indices
Platelet Count

Volume
Count
Abnormal Forms
Hepatitis B Testing:
Surface Antigen
Antibody to Surface Antigen
Core Antibody

RESULTS

K

Morbidity

The results of the analysis of the baseline morbidity data were released
in February !984.1 Of all Ranch Hand and comparison individuals who were
selected for the questionnaire and physical examination phases of this study,
One
99.5% were contacted, eliminating the major concern of selection bias.
thousand one hundred and seventy-four (97%) of the Ranch Hand group and 956
(93%) of the originally selected comparison group participrted in the queskn additional 576 comparison subtionnaire portion of the Morbidity Study.
jects were interviewed as substitute subjects, bringing the total number of
Substitute comparisons were selected to
comparison participants to 1,532.
replace comparisons selected erroneously and to replace noncompliant compari"sons. Two thousand seven hundred eight current and former wives of the study
One thousand and forty-five (87%) of the
participants were also interviewed.
Ranch Hand group participated in the physical examination, and 773 (76%) of
the originaily selected comparison subjects participated in the examination
process, giving a total of 2,269 participants.
The analyses presented in the baseline morbidity report were largely
performed using all available Ran2h Hand data (1,045 participants) and data
from originally selected comparison subjects (773 participants) yielding a
Data from the substitute comparison subjects were
total of 1,818 subjects.
Due to logistic difficulties, the substitute comparinot used for inference.
sons were invited to participate in the physical examination later in the
study period; therefore the substitute comparisons had a narrower time window
The substitute comparison
within which to travel to the examination site.
subjects, entered early into the study to replace ineligible subjects, were
comparable to the original comparisons when evalufound to be statistically
Some principal investigators were concerned that
ated on clinical endpoints.
the group substituting later for noncompliant comparisons may have self
Since opinselected differently due to the reduced scheduling opportunity.

ions differed, a management decision was made to use only the originally
invited comparisons for inference.
The baseline morbidity report had 13 primary clinical chapters addressgeneral health, neoplasia, reproduction, neurological statua, psycholog-

IXing:

l

ical status, hepatic function, dermatological findings, cardiovascular
conditions, immunological competence, hematoooietic status, and renal, pulmonary, and endocrine functions. More than 190 clinical variables were tabulated.

In this report only a subset of these variables will be discussed.

Tne variables selected for emphasis in this report were chosen because of the
I.,
.-

availability of corresponding or related evaluations in laboratory or other
Thus, this report reflects
epidemiological studies related to dioxin effects.
on the degree to which AFHS findings are compatible with TCDD toxic effects as
currently suggested by experiments with animals and observations in humans.

4,

Sample sizes may vary in adjusted analyses due to missing covariate or end-

A,
1,4

point data.

In

all analyses,

the phrase "statistically significant" refers to

a p value of less than or equal to 0.05.

7
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The fixed sample sizes in this study impose limits on its ability to
detect small relative risks for rare diseases.
This ability is expressed in
probabilistic terms using the statistical
quantity called power, which is
defined as the probability of detecting a group difference of interest.
In
the case of dichotomous response, such as presence or absence of disease,
groups are generally compared with relative risk, defined as the ratio of the
probability of disease in the exposed group to the probability of disease in
the comparison group.
A relative risk of two, for example, would indicate a
doubling of the disease rate in the exposed group relative to the comparisons.
If the disease incidence in the control group is 1/1000, as is typical for
some specific cancers, such as bladder cancer, the AFHS would require 22,840
exposed and an equal number of ccmparisons to attain a power of 80% to detect
a relative risk of two, assuming two-sided testing with a 5% significance
level.
In fact, the AFHS is unaoie to detect relative rtsks less than eight
in diseases with a comparison incidence of less than or equal to 1/1000.
There is a 0.351 chance of observing no cases at all of a rare disease of
incidence 1/1000 in a group of 1,045 subjects.
With even rarer disoases of
incidence, 1/10,000, there is a 90% probability of observing no cases at all
in a group of 1 ,045 subjects.

This study does have good power to detect small relative risks for diseases having an incidence of 5/100 or greater. For example, the power for
detecting a relative risk of 2, when the disease rate in the comparison population is

5/100,

is

0.85,

based on only 450 pairs in a matched pair analysis.

In the case of continuously distributed response variables, such as blood
pressure or cholesterol, this study has good power to detect :amall mean
shifts.
For example, the probability of detecting a mean shift of 5% in a
matched pair analysis utilizing only 450 pairs is at least 0.90, assuming

"equal variances, two-3ided testing and an 0.05 significance level.
The power of tne mortality component of this study is similarly constrained.
The mortality study design consists of all 1,247 Ranch Hands and up
to 5 matched controls per Ranch Hand.
The mortality study has a power of 0.85
to detect a relative risk of two for causes of death, such as heart disease,
having incidence 1/100 in the comparison population.
The corresponding power

is less than 0.25 for causes having an incidence of 1/1000 in the control
population.
This study, in summary, has good power for detecting relative risks on
the order of twfo or three for common diseases ind causes of death and has

virtually no power for detecting relative ri-

'2

of the same order of magnitude

for rare diseases.
It does have good power foi detecting small mean shifts in
continucisly distributed response variables.
Bearing these study power constraints in mind, the following ten areas of clinical morbidity are discusspd.

I.,
S-.

General Health

S

Weight loss has been frequently reported as a •orsequence of subacute and
chronic administration of TCDD to animals. McNulty noted marked weight loss
in two male rhesus monkeys fed diets containing 2 or 20 ppb TCDD. Horses
Ingesting TCDDcontaminae waste oil sprayed on •renas in Missouri showed
significant weight loss.
Chapman and Schiller report that decreased feed
consumption did not account for weight loss in C57 mice given dioxin in their

8
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"feed. Seefeld and colleagues8 conclude that TCDD affects the weight re;ula"tion set-point in rats. Weight loss has no• been prominently commented on in
studies of human exposure.

However,

Oliver

indicates weight loss or loss of

appetite in two of three reported cases.

"The toxicological

literature mentioned here suggests that weight changes

might be anticipated in a dioxin-exposed group.

I.ables.

Swas

In the AFHS,

body fat percent

cal ulated by a formula that uses height and weight as independent vari-

1

No statistically significant differences irn the distribution of

the Ranch Hand and comparison group.
body fat
estimated
3.
in Table between
shown detected
are were
The basic data

TABLE 3.

"Lean (<10%)
Number
Ranch Hand
Comparison

A"

13
7

Percent
(1)
(1)

DISTRIBUTION OF BODY FAT PERCENT

Normal (10-25%)
Percent
Number
824
607

(79)
(79)

Obese (>25%)
Percent
Number

Total
1,044
771

(20)
(20)

207
157

The sample sizes in Table 3 (1,044 and 771) are reduced due to missing
data for three individuals. A chi-square statistical test using these data
indicated no statistically significant difference between the distributions
Detailed analyses of percent body fat, adjusting for
for the groups (p-0. 8 9).
age, race, and occupational category, are described in the baseline report,
kiso,
and these analyses also indicated the absence of a group difference.
within the Ranch Hand group no relationship between body fat and the exposure
index was found.
Neoplasia
The animal toxicology literature portrays dioxin as a carcinogen,

a

showed
cocarcinogen, and as having anti-carcinogenic properties. Jackson
impairment in the functioning of the mitotic apparatus at12 0.2 Ug/l in dividing
endosperm cells of the African blood lily. Kociba et al fed male and female
Sprague-Dawley rats on diets supplying 0.1, 0.01, or 0.001 ug of TCDD/kg/day
Exposed male rats displayed more stratified squamous cell carcifor 2 years.
However, fewer adenomas of the pancreas
nomas of the hard palate and tongue.
13

and pheochromocytomas of the adrenal were found. Kouri and colleagues
conclude that TCDD is a cocarcinogen. They propose that this effect is mediated through aryl hydrocar on hydroxylase induction. On the other hand,

found that TCDD reduced cutaneous papilloma formaDiGiovanni and colleagues
With
tion by various hydrocarbons, indicating an anti-carc nogenic effect.
respect to carcinogenesis in man, Coggon and Achesonli reviewed the available

N

epidemiological studies and concluded

there is suggestive evidence of a

"

and

biological association between phenoxy herbicides (or their contaminants)

soft-tissue sarcomas.
of lymphomas is

0

1

The evidence relating these products to the occurrence

weaker."

Table 4 summarizes the cancer events that have occurred in the Ranch Hand
and comparison groups since these individuals completed their Southeast Asia
military tours. All shown cancer cases have been verified by personal medical
or pathological records.

systemic cancer.

One comparison individual has had both a skin and

In the table below he is shown as having only a systemic

cancer for purposes of the statistical

TABLE 4.

CANCER VERIFTED BY INDIVIDUAL MEDICAL RECORDS OR PATHOLOGY REPORTS

No. with
Skin Cancer (%)

Group

analysis.

Ranch Hand
Comparison

35
10

No. with
Systemic Cancer (%)

(3.3)
(1.3)

Of 1,045 Ranch Hands,

13
8

(1.2)
(:.0)

No. with
No Cancer (%)
997
755

(95.4)
(97.7)

4.59% have a skin or systemic cancer.

comparison individuals, 2.33% have a skin or systemic cancer.

Total
1,045
773

Of the 773

Thus, the

relative risk for any type of cancer 1s 1.97 and this relative risk has a
probability of less than 0.01 of occurring by chance under the hypothesis of
no difference.
This statistical
test for overall cancer rate difference was
the hypothesis test formulated prior to examination of the cancer data set.
After this statistical
test was performed, detailed review of the cancer data
file
suggested that the file
be partitioned into skin and systemic events
based upon the observation that skin cancer comprised a large fraction of the

*

cancer set. The relative risk for skin cancer is 2.59, and this risk has a p
value of less than 0.01.
The relative risk for systemic cancer is 1.20, and
this risk has a probability of 0.67 of occurring by chance.
In the first

morbidity report,

was confined to skin.

the authors felt

the neoplastic process

This inference cannot be affirmed because the separate

skin and systemic hypothesis tests followed rather than preceded review of the
cancer data file;
thus the critical
levels for these tests are unknown.
Furthermore, important increments in relative risk for systemic cancer could
be missed by chance mechanisms because of the small sample sizes in the AFHS.
"Neither skin cancer nor systemic cancer rates were correlated with herbicide
exposure level; however, these statistical
analyses involved a very small
number of cases in most of the nine occupation-exposure categories, thus
decreasing the precision of rate determinations in these categories.

t
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Reproduction
capacThe literature suggests that dioxin has mutagenic and teratogeni
The
Some bacterial tests have been positive for TCDD mutagenicity.Iu
ity.
baby hamster kidney cell transformation assay was positive for TCDD mutagenlcity. 1 ° Chromosome aberrations have been segn in bone marrow cells of male
observed reduce@ spermatoVan Milleer and Allen'
rats exposed to TCDD. 1 7
Seilerli observed
TCDD.
to
exposure
chronic
experiencing
genesis in rats
Courtney and Moore20 observed kidney
reduced DNA synthesis in mouse testicle.
abnormalities in fetuses of female rats given 0.5 .g/kg/day of TCDD subcutaCleft palate and renal abnormalities have
neously on days 6-15 of gestation.
been produceý in the mouse after oral or subcutaneous administration of TCDD
Lamb and colleagues22 showed that exposure of male mice to
to females.2
toxic levels of TCDD with subsequent mating did not affect sperm, mating
frequency, or quality of offspring.
This sampling of the literature should be sufficient to indicate the
Hanify and
of reproductive changes in exposed human populations.
possibilit
colleagues bhave reported an association of aerlal 2 praying of 2,4,5-T and an
Townsend et al.,2 in a study of Dow chemiexcess of talipes in New Zealand.
cal workers' wives, found no statistically significant differences in fetal
The Australian government's study of birth defects
wastage or birth defects.
in Vietnam veterans showed no statistically significant differ nces in rates
between veterans who served in Vietnam and those who did not.29 A Centers for
Disease Control study (CDC) also found Vietnam veterans to have the same
In the CDC
overall risk for fathering abnormal offspring as nonveterans.
study some specific defects were associa~gd with higher exposures, but interpretation of this finding was uncertain.
Male exposure could theoretically lead to unfavorable reproductive out(a) mutated DNA in sperm, (b) abnormal
comes by means of several mechanisms:
sperm or testicular function due to biochemical effects, (c) transmission of
TCDD to the female by spermatic fluid, and (d) transmission of TCDD to the
female by contact with clothes or other objects.
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Semen specimens from study participants without vasectomies or orchiectomies evidenced no statistically significant group differences in sperm count
or percent ,.bnormal sperm.
The data are displayed in Table 5.
Sample sizes
reflect the number of compliant subjects not previously vasectomized.

-R

TABLE 5.

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF SPERM VARIABLES BY GROUP

Sperm Count (milliojns/ml)

x
Ranch Hand (N-572)
Comparison (N-421)

111.5
111.9

a
102.8
108.8

Percent Abnormal Sperm

Ranch Hand (N-560)
Comparison (N-409)

x

a

9.7
9.6

5.5
5.2

12
ql
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Conceptions reported by study participants and their spouses were categorized as miscarriages, stillbirths, induced abortions, and live births. Kum"bers in each category are shown in Table 6 with indication of whether the
conception occurred before or following the participant's Southeast Asia tour.

CONCEPTION OUTCOMES BY GROUP MEMBERSHIP AND TIME

TABLE 6.

Post-SEA

Pre-SEA

Yes

,

(%)

No

Yes

(%)

No

P Value

Miscarriages
Ranch Hand
Comparison

239
172

(13.7)
(11.9)

1,505
1,276

156
104

(15.0)
(12.5)

883
726

Stillbirths
Ranch Hand

9

(0.5)

7,735

12

(1.2)

1,027

Comparison

8

(0.6)

1,440

8

(1.0)

822

Hanch Hand

8

(0.5)

1,736

37

(3.6)

1,002

Comparison

7

(0.5)

1,441

33

(4.0)

797

Ranch Hand

1,487

(85.3)

25'

833

(80.2)

206

Comparison

1,258

(86.9)

190

682

(82.2)

148

1.00
Induced Abortions

0.89

,
Live Births

0.94
"-.]

The data were analyzed using loS-linear models 2 7 , adjusting for the factors of maternal age (<35, 935), maternal smoking (yes/no), maternal alcohol
The four statistical tests all had
use (yes/no), and paternal age (<35, Z35).
p values greater than or equal to 0.76. Exposure analyse3 showed no consistent pattern with exposure level.
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Ranch Hand and comparison live births were further analyzed to determine

the occurrence of learning di 'bilities, physical handicaps, infant death,
neonatal death, and birth detects. Data on live birth outcomes by group membership and time are shown in Table 7.

TABLE 7.

LIVE BIRTH OUTCOMES BY GROUP MEMBERSHI? AND TIME
Pre-SEA

;

Yes

Sh~~earning

(%)

Post-SEA

No

Yes

(%)

No

P Value--

Disability

_

Ranch Hand

57

(3.8)

1,430

75

(9.0)

758

Comparison

57

(4.5)

1,201

47

(6.9)

635

Ranch Hand

134

(9.0)

1,353

126

(15.1)

707

Comparison

103

(8.2)

1,155

77

(11.3)

605

Infant Death
Ranch Hand

7

(0.5)

1,480

3

(0.4)

830

Comparison

2

(0.2)

1,256

1

(0.1)

681

Ranch Hand

78

(5.2)

1,409

76

(9.1)

757

Comparison

80

(6.4)

1,178

44

(6.5)

638

20

(1.3)

1,467

14

(1.7)

819

17

(1.4)

1,241

3

(0.4)

679

0.19
Physical Handicap

0.45

0.81
Birth Detects

0.04
Neonatal Death
Ranch Hand

0.20

Comparison

Analyses of these data, adjusting for- maternal age, maternal smoking,
maternal alcohol useb and paternal age, reveals a statistically signiticant
increase in reported birth detects in the Ranch Hand group. Subsequent to
this observation the birth defects were categorized as severe (life threatening or interfering with normal overall health or socio-economic progress),
moderate (not lite threatening and, with health care, non-interfering with
overall health or socio-ec'onomic progress), and limited (non-life threatening,
non-tnterfering, and needing no care).
These data are shown in Table 8.

TABLE 8.

SEVERITY OF REPORTED BIRTH DEFECTS BY GROUP

-.MBERSHIP ANDTIME

Pre-SEA
Severe

N
Ranch Hand
Comparison

(W)

51 (3.0)
50 (3.5)

Moderate

Limited

(%)

N (%)

32 (1.9)
27 (1.9)

7 (0.4)
10 (0.7)

N

No reported
Defects

N

Total

(%)

1,633 (95)
1,348 (94)

1,723
1,435

Post-SEA
N
Ranch Hand
Comparison

(%)

32 (3.5)
18 (2.4)

N

N

22 (2.4)
20 (2.7)

W()

26 (2.8)
10 (1.3)

N

(W)

837 (91)
696 (94)

917
744

The above data set is larger than the
data set since this set
contains all reported live births while the prior
prior set consisted of all live
births on whom the covariates (maternal age, maternal smoking, maternal alcohol, and paternal age) were available. The larger data set was used since
categorizing birth defects as severe, moderate, or limited reduced cell
counts.
Full covariate a•Justment was not possible.
The morbidity report can
be consulted for details.

Once again, in this larger data set, an increase in reported defects is
noted.

Specifically,

the Ranch Hand to comparison birth defect odds ratio is

0.85 for children born prior to Vietnam, while the pet-Vietnam ratio is 1.39.
A statistical analysis of the complete data set suggests that the birth defect
severity pattern by group relationship changes with time (p-0.07).
Visual

inspection of these data suggests that this nearly significant change may be
due to a relatively large number (26) of post-Vietnam Ranch Hand children
reported as having limited birth defects; the Ranch Hand to comparison odds
ratio in this category im 2.16.
However, an excess of severe defects is also
seen by visual inspection. A separate analysis on data for defective children
only (with the reported non-defective children removed) suggests that the
group by severity relationship does not change with time (p-0.15) and that the
severity pattern does not change with group (p-0.78).
The statistical analy-

sis of the complete data set is more powerful than these last two analyses
since the latter analyses use only the 305 reportedly defective children,
which constitutes only 6.3% of the total data sic.
In the AFHS first morbidity report, it was asserted that minor skin
lesions accounted for the reported birth defects excess.
That analysis was
incomplete, and we are no longer confident In that inference. Also in the
AFHS first morbidity report, it was properly suggested that differential
reporting of birth defects could be responsible for the apparent 3xcess.
A
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preliminary analysis of medical records of children reported abnormal, has
indicated that overreporting of defects may not account for the excess; however, intensive work is in progress addressing both differential over- and
underreporting.
Exposure index analysis of the birth defect data yields inconsistent
findings that are not interpretable as a herbicide effect.
The finding of increased birth defects as reported by study participants,
their wives, and partners is under further investigation by review of birth
certificates and medical records of all 5,663 children to verify both positive
and negative responses.
Neurological Findings
A variety of neurological symptoms have been described following industrial accidents involving TCDD including headaches, asthenia, sleep disturbances, irritability, and confusion.
Peripheral polyneuropathy is a specific
neurological condition that has also been linked to acute dioxin exposure, and
is a condition that is amenable to direct clinical measurement. 2 8 Elovaara
and colleagues
found that acid proteinase activity was increased in the
brains of Wistar rats after TCDD treatment.
Acid proteinase is a lysosomal
enzyme respunsible for protein destruction in the mammalian brain, and may
play a role in degenerative diseases and intoxications.

In the AFHS, neurological examination of the twelve cranial nerves
revealed no statistically significant group differences.
Assessment of
peripheral nerve status included sensitivity to touch, vibration, and test of
the patellar, achilles, and biceps reflexes. Again, no statistically significant group differentials were observed.
As shown in Table 9, the groups were not statistically different with
respect to nerve conduction velocities.
Of interest is the observation (data
not shown) that the conduction velocities decreased as expected with increasing self-reported alcohol use (drink-years) and postprandial glucose levels
(dichotomized as less than, or equal to or greater than 120 mg/dl).
These
effects appear to be consistent in both groups.
All exposure index analyses
were unremarkaole.
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TABLE 9.

NERVE CONDUCTION VELOCITY (M/SEC)

Nerve

Group (N)

Ulnar
(above the elbow)

Ranch Hand (1,035)

55.9

Comparison (769)

56.2

Ranch Hand (1042)

60.5

Comparison (771)

60.7

Ranch Hand (1041)

48.2

Comparison (769)

48.1

Ulnar
(below the elbow)
Peroneal

Unadjusted Mean

P Value

0.30

0.39

0.714
O.;i

Psychological Assessment
Working with rats, Creso et al. 3 0 have noted that TCDD provokes irritability, aggressiveness, and restlessness. They found by in vitro studies that
TCDD directl5 stimulates the striatal and hypothalamic adenylate cyclase of
rat. Oliver reports that two of three TCDD-exposed individuals studied
expressed the symptom of excessive fatigue, and one communicated loss of
ability to concentrate. Bauer et al.a' studied nine workers with chloracne
and noted fatigue and apathy alternating with anger and irritability. Rorshach
tests showed a weakened emotional reaction, slowed thought procesnes, and
perseveration. Poland and Smith3 2 observed increased values on the MMPI mania
scale in the group of workers with chloracne when compared to two groups with
less severe acne.
The AFHS disclosed several group differences in psycholcgical testing.
Indices developed from the questionnaire relating to fatigue, anger, mental
erosion, anxiety, isolation, and depression all showed Ranch Hands to be statistically significantly less well than comparisons. The Cornell index
results paralleled the questionnaire indices; however, no increase in Ranch
Hand depression was seen.
Education strongly related to results of all psychological testing with group differences tending to be most prominent in

high-school-only educated individuals rather than college educated.

For

example, the MMPI among high-school-only educated individuals showed statistically significantly higher hypochondria, mania, and social introversion scores
among Ranch Hands. The MMPI among college-educated participants showed only
higher social introversion among Ranch Hands.
In interpreting these data it
must be remembered that there is a very high association between being college
educated and having officer status. None of these data had been adjusted for
the potentially confounding variable of combat stress. This area was pursued
during th3 1985 follow-up examination.
Tests aiming at neuromuscular and
intellectual functioning (WAIS and Halsted-Reitan) showed no group differences, and no consistent patterns emerged from any analyses using the exposure
inden.
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Thirty-six of 1,045 Ranch Handers (3.4%) and 16 of 773 comparisons (2.1%)
reported psychological illness (psychosis, alcohol dependence, anxiety, or
other neurosis).
This group difference is not statistically significant.

Hepatic Examination

%

Sconsistency.
%

Dioxin has been associated with the occurrence of hepatotoxicity.
Proliferation of the smooth endoplasmic reticulum, distortion of liver architecture, and increase in liver weight relative to body weight have been seen in
rats and mice. Changes in serum enzymes have been observed, but not with
Porphyria has been observed after chronic dosing. A sampling of
an extensive literature is given next. Weber et al.33 observed rats over a
32-week period following a single intraperitoneal dose (20 ug/kg) of TCDD.
Centrolobular
mitochondrial
endoplasmic began
reticulum
increase, and necrosis,
hepatic regeneration
werelenions,
seen. smooth
The abnormalities
to

"regress 16 weeks after exposure.

Similar findings in rats have also been
reported by King and Roesler. 3
Gupta and colleagues 35 orally administered
single, daily, and weekly doses of TCDD to rats, guinea pigs, and mice. Severe
liver f.sions were only seen in the rat indicating species variation. Kociba
et al.. noted elevated liver enzyme levels in rats fed diets with TCD) for 3 6
two years. Porphyria cutanea tarda hae •curred in workers exposed to TCDD,
and porphyria has been observed in rats.

*

Sweeney and colleagues 3 7 have performed work that shows a synergism
between the effects of TCDD and systemic iron. Iron deficiency was seen to
prevent TCDD-induced porphyria in mice. In Iron-deficient animals, TCDD was
not able to decrease uridine decarboxylase levels. Iron deficiency protected
mice against skin damage and the disruption of hepatic architecture seen with
TCDD.
Mixed function oxygenase activity was induced by TCDD in iron-deficient

animals to a lesser degree than in non-deficient animals, but this difference

was not significant. Sinclair and Granick 3 had earlier seen that iron was
needed 3or uroporphyrin formation induced by chlorinated hydrocarbons.
Smith
et al. 3 • noted an increase in hepatic iron content 3 weeks after a 75 Ug/kg

oral dose of TCDD to C57BL/10 and DBA/2 mice. Increased inteatinal uptake of
iron has been observed in mice and rats after TCDD exposure.
In the AFHS, nine biochemical determinations of liver function were made:
SGOT, SGPT, GGTP, alkaline phosphatase (Alk.Phos.), total bilirubin (T.Bili),
direct bilirubin (D.Bili), lactic acid dehydrogenase (LDH), cholesterol
(Chol), and triglycerides (Trig). In the analyses of these nine variables,
statistical adjustments were made for four covariates: current alcohol ingestion (self-reported in drinks per day), self-reported days of exposure to nonherbicide industrial chemicals, self-reported days of exposure to degreasing
chemicals, and presence or absence of antibody to hepatitis B surface antigen
(anti-HBsAg).
Table 10 provides unadjusted and adjusted means and percent abnormality
by group for the nine hepatic-related variables. The standard age-adjusted
criteria for abnormal laboratory values were used throughout.
No obvious
group differences are apparent in these data. However, the statistical
modeling of the dependent variables with the covariables showed three group

differences.

The Ranch Hand SGOT-alcohol regression slope is 0.0178 base-tO

logarithmic units per drink per day while the comparison slope is 0.0113.
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These slopes mean that among study participants who report one drink per day,
Ranch Hand SCOT levels are 1.5% higher than comparison levels.
Among study
participants who had four drinks per day, Ranch Hands have SGOT levels 6.8%
higher than comparisons.

TABLE 10.

j

UNADJUSTED MEANS, ADJUSTED MEANS,
FOR NINE LIVER-RELATED VARIABLES

Unadjusted
Means

AND PERCENT ABNORMALITY

Adjusted
Means

PCT Outside of
Normal Range

Variable

Group

SGOT

RH*
Com**

33.0
33.1

33.0
33.1

13.9
14.8

SGPT

RH
Com

20.3
20.5

20.3
20.5

7.8
8.6

GGPT

RH
Corn

40.2
39.3

40.1
39.3

10.8
10.3

Alk.Phos.

RH
com

7.68
7.53

7.69
7.52

17.3
16.9

T.

Bill

RH
Com

0.57
0.58

0.57
0.58

1.8
2.0

D. Bill

RH
Com

0.23
0.24

0.23
0.24

29.0
29.7

LDH

RH
Corn

142.1
141.7

142.1
141.7

1.7
2.1

Chol

RH
Corn

212.2
216.6

212.2
216.6

26.0
27.7

Trig

RH
Com

121.8
124.3

121.9
124.1

34.7
36.1

*RH denotes Ranch Hand
**Com denotes original fully compliant comparisons.

LDH-alcohol slopes were 0.0041 logarithmic units per drink per day in the
Ranch Hand cohort and -0.0008 in the comparison group (p-0.011).
The LDHdegreasing chemical slopes were 0.000005 and -0.0000008 logarithmic units per
day degreasing chemical exposure in the Ranch Hand and comparison groups
respectively (p-0.037).
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Twenty-four-hour urine collections were obtained for 620 Ranch Hands and
439 comparisons; uroporphyrins, coproporphyrins, and d-aminolevulinic acid
were determined.
Unadjusted group means are shown in Table 11.

TABLE

1i.

UNADJUSTED GROUP MEANS FOR THREE COMPOUNDS RELATED TO PORPHYRIN
METABOLISM

Uroporphyrin

RH
Com

30.5
30.8

Coproporphyrin

RH
Com

31.2
30.8

d-aminolevulinic acid

RH
Com

2328.9
2383.2

No statistically significant differences are obvious in these data.
Detailel statistical analyses were dons, simultaneously adjusting for six
covariates: current alcohol use, blood urinary nitrogen, creatinine clearance, days of exposure to industrial chemicals, days of exposure to degreasing
chemicals, and presence/absence of antibody to hepatitis B surface antigen.
A
generalized linear model analysis was done for each of the three compounds
with all six covariates examined simultaneously.
The coproporphyrin-alcohol
slope was ÷0.013 logarithmic units per drink per day in the Ranch Hand group
and -0.008 logarithmic units per drink per day in the comparison group
(p-O.045).
No other group differences were statistically significant. The
clinical relevance of these differences in slope is unclear.
Sixteen of 1,027 Ranch Handers (1.56%) were diagnosed as having hepatomegaly at physical examination while six of 769 comparisons (0.78%) had that
finding (p-0.138).
Thirteen of 1,032 Ranch Handers had a verified medical
history of liver disorder other than hepatitis, Jaundice, or cirrhosis verified by medical record while two of 773 comparisons had the same (p-0.004).
Throughout the hepatic analyses no variable showed a meaningful relationship with the herbicide exposure index.
In all the above analyses no adjustments for iron metabolism were made.
Dermatological Finding
TCDD is known to cause chloracne.
Chloracne is an acneiform lesion which
tends to predominate in the areas of the face around the eyes, temples, and
ears.
Chloracne has been frequently seen in humans who have contacted TCDD in
the context of industrial accidents.
In one study the chloracne resolved
within 1 year for the most part with no scarring.
Chloracne has been noted
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by many investigators years after exposure and is gene~jlly recognized as a
persistent effect of dioxin exposure.
Bovey and Young
conclude that "the

presence of active chloracne months to years after exposure does not necessarily mean continuing exposure."
In the AFHS, no active chloracne was found in either the exposed or comparison group by examination or review of medical records.
Also, as indicated
:n Table 12, there were no statistically significant group differences with
respect to chloracne-related lesiors.
No statistically significant regression trends were noted with the exposurr, index.

TABLE 12.

Diagnoses

PREVALENCE OF DERMATOLOGIC DIAGNOSES IN PERCENT

Ranch Hand

Comparison

N - 1045

N - 773

Relative

95%

P Value

Ris:,

Conf Int

Comedones
Acneiform lesions

21.7
18.3

20.7
17.5

0.60
0.66

1.05
1.05

(.87,1.26)
(.85,1.29)

Acneiform scars
Cysts
Hyperpigmentation

11.2
11.6
8.3

10.4
10.5
7.1

0.57
0.46
0.35

1.08
1.10
1.17

(.82,1.43)
(.84,1.46)
(.84,1.65)

Other abnormalities 12.6

16.3

0.03

.77

Any abnormalities

44.9

0.97

1.00

45.0

(.81,

.98)

(.90,1.11)

Cardiovascular System
TCDD causes a rapid, dose-dependent elevation of lipofuscin in the hearts
of female Fischer 344 rats.
The authors of the research suggest th•j TCDD
toxicity may b? associated with radical-induced lipid peroxidation.
Kociba

and colleagues"2 saw an Wcreased incidence of arteritis in rats. In 1958,
Schmittle and colleagues
reported hydropericardium in poultry following
ingestion of feeds contaminated with industrial chemicals.
In 19• a dioxin
was shown to b4the hydropericardium-producing factor in poultry.
Jirasek
and colleagues
report that a 57-year-old male with chloracne develcped
unusually severe atherosclerosis and subsequently died. Moses and colleagues 4 7
found that 17 of 116 workers with chloracne reported myocardial infarction
(14.7%) while 7 ýg 85 (8.2%) without chloracne reported the same (p > 0.10).

Zack and Suskind
observed no excess in circulatory system deaths comparing
events in Monsanto Company workers to standard US population rates.
In the AFHS no statistically significant group differences were observed
with respect to measurements of systolic and diastolic blood pressures. Also,
the groups were not statistically

significantly

numbers of abnormal electrocardiograms.

'ifferent with respect to

Abnormal funduscopic findings were

not associated with group membership nor was the occurrence of carotid bruits.

During the physical examination, 10 peripheral pulses were examined:
radial,

femoral,

popliteal,

dorsalis pedis,
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and posterior tibial pulses.

One

or more pulses in this set of pulses were found to be abnormal in 12.8% (106/
829) of the non-black Ranch Hands, while 9.4% (56/596) were found abnormal in

the comparison group (p-0.05).

The group difference was not statistically

significant in the data set on Black study participants, bu'. this may only
reflect smaller numbers.
Peripheral pulse abnormalities tended to aggregate
The particiin older individuals (Z 40 years) who smoked (> 10 pack years).
pants were allowed to smoke prior to the examination of the pulses, and more
Ranch Hands smoked at tie time of the examination than did comparisons (45.7%
versus 40.5%, p-0.03).
Data on the numbers of individuals in the Ranch Hand and the comparison
group who had experienced some form of heart disease (ICD-9th edition, CM) or
who had experienced a myocardial infarction are shown in Table 13.
The numbers shown are supported by medical record verification of participants' selfreporting.
These data do not suggest a difference in ischemic heart disease
in the two groups.

TABLE 13.

HEART DISEASE AND HEART ATTACK IN THE kFHS

Verified Heart Disease
Verified Heart Attack

Ranch Hand
Yes
No

Comparison
Yes
No

147
7

109
3

898
1,038

P Value

664
770

0.982
0.432

Immunological Effects
Clark and colleagues49 describe thymic atrophy as a consistent observation in all animal species following TCDD exposure. They also observed
reduced delayed oypersensitivity reactions assessed by ear swelling following
oxazalone sensitization in 6- to 8-week-old mice. Cytotoxic T cell lymphocyte
generation was impaired by low doses (0.004 pg/kg) of TCDD.
Following a
variety of experimants, the authors suggest that TCDD may acutely decrease
cytotoxic T lymphocyte generation by promoting the gnneration of suppressor T
cells.
In parallel results, Montovani and colleages3U observed decreased
numbers of peritoneal macrophages and splenocytes in TCDD-treated 6- to
8-week-old mice, while cytotoxic cap??ility per unit number of cells was not
affected.
Van Logten and colleabues
conclude that the atrophy of the thymus
observed following TCDD administration in rats is not mediated by the adrenal
or pituitary glands.
Clark and colleagues52 state that the immunotoxic
effects of TCDD in C57B/6 and DBA/2 mice occur at dose levels below those
needed to induce hepatic mixed function-oxidase enzymes.
4
In the AFHS, ifmunological status was assessed in 592 participants by (1)
the enumeration of T-lymphocytes, T-lymphocyte subsets, and B-lymphocytes
using monoclonal surface marker analysis, and by (2) the assessment of
lymphocyte ability to respond to selected antigen or mitogen stimuli.
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The data were analyzed for statistically significant group distributional
differences using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test. The analysis of the
immunological cell count data showed no statistically significant differences.
These cell count data are shown in Table 14.

TABLE 14.

Variable

SELECTED PERCENTILES AND P VALUE FOR KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TESTING
3
OF NUMBERS OF SURFACE MARKER POSITIVE CELLS (THOUSANDS/MM )

Group

N

10%

50%

90%

P Value
(comparing
distributions)

T11

RH
Com

235
144

0.70
0.77

1.25
1.23

1.96
2.02

0.74

T3

RH
Com

233
144

0.70
0.73

1.27
1.28

1.96
2.13

0.39

T4

RH
Com

231
147

0.40
0.48

0.79
0.78

1.25
1.42

0.81

T8

RH
Com

235
147

0.30
0.28

0.57
0.60

O.Q9
1.17

0.34

B1

RH
Com

235
147

0.023
0.022

0.071
0.071

0.188
0.247

0.097

TLC*

RH
Com

290
177

1.34
1.35

1.92
1.91

2.54
2.74

0.63

*Total lymphocyte count
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Statistical testing of the four stimulation and two control measurements
assessing lymphocyte functional ability is shown in Table 15.

TABLE 15.

KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNCV TESTING OF T AND B CELL FUNCTION DATA:
THYMIDINE INCORPORATICN MEASURED AS COUNTS/MIN

Percentiles
50%

Variable

Group

Control #1

RH
Com

279
168

140
138

374
448

1,320
1,483

0.20

After ConA

RH
Com

279
168

17,741
13,596

54,190
58,394

91,724
99,104

0.38

After PHA

RH
Com

279
168

33,027
30,143

79,342
84,339

130,064
135,684

0.51

Control #2

RH

274

132

388

917

0.85

Com

168

142

404

1,079

RH
Com

274
168

1?,700
12,232

29,623
27,916

58,288
53,662

0.64

RH

274

866

3,726

13,979

0.81

Com

168

1,001

3,719

16,058

After PW
After TT

N

10%

90%

P Value

ConA - concanavallin A
PHA - ,hytohemagglutin
PW - pokeweed mitogen
TT - tetenus toxoid.

No statistically significant group differences are noted in these T and B
cell function data. High laboratory variability and small sample sizes led to
the decision to not use exposure index analyses with the immunological data.
The control #1 and control #2 variables represent the unstimulated activity of
the T cells.
Endocrinological Effects
Working with liver hbmogenates taken from adult male Wistar rats,
Nienstedt and colleagues 5 1 sgwed that TCDD reduced the catabolism of testosterone. Hook and colleagues
also reported reduced metabolism of testosterone.
These reports would suggest that elevated testosterone levels could
be observed in a recently dioxin-exposed population.
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Bastomsky 5 5 observed serum T4 levels to be one-half of normal in TCDD-

treated animals, but serum T3 was elevated by 50%. Sephadex Utake of T3 was
statistically significantly ecreased. Potter and colleaguesw) observed serum
levels of T4 to fall to 46% of pair-fed controls in TCDD-dosed rats. However,
no statistically significant change in serum T3 occurred. These authors also
noted hypoglycemia after a single intraperitoneal dose of TCDD. Rozman and
colleagues
emphasize the potentially important role of thyroid hormones in
certain expressions of TCDD toxicity. Specifically, athyroid rats showed a
markedly decreased mortality rate and less weight loss than nonthyroidectomized or thyroidectomized but euthyroid controls.
In the endocrinological portion of the AFHS, five clinical variables were
studied: T, uptake, serum T4 , free thyroxine index (FTI), 2-hr postprandial
glucose, ana serum testosterone. One statistical analysis of these variables
examined thq number of participants below, in, or above the variables' normal
ranges. This analysis is summarized in Table 16. Statistically significant
difference is seen in these data for the T3 uptake comparison. The Ranch Hand
group was also contrasted with the comparison group in terms of the five
endocrinological variables using analysis of covariance, adjusting for age and
percent body fat. These analyses are summarized in Table 17. Three group
uifferences are noted in these analyses. In both the Ranch Hand and comparison groups, a decrease in T• uptake is observed with advancing age, but the
slope is -0.0068% per year In the comparison group and -0.0495% per year in
the Ranch Hand group, and this group difference was statistically significant
(p=0.026).
Two-hour postprandial glucose levels increase with age in both the
Ranch Hand and comparison groups, but the rate of increase is 1.53 mg/dl per
year in the Ranch Hand group and 0.77 mg/dl per year in the comparison group
(p-0.006).
Lastly, Ranch Hands show a higher (but not statistically significant) testosterone level than do comparisons.
Both increasing age and body
fat were found to be associated with decreasing testosterone levels to the
same extent in both groups.
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TABLE 16.

UNADJUSTED PERCENTAGES FOR FIVE ENDOCRINOLOGICAL VARIABLES
BY VARIABLE LEVEL AND GROUP

Variable Level
Normal
High

Group

N

Low

T3 Uptake
'(%)

RH
Corn

1,032
767

5.72%
8.47%

93.41%
91.26%

0.87%
0.26%

0.020

T4RH
(mg/dl)

1,033
767

0.10%
0.39%

99.13%
99.22%

0.77%
0.39%

0.250

Corn

FTI

RH
Corn

1,.033
767

0.00%
0.26%

99.71%
99.74%

0.29%
0.00%

0.085

2-hr
Glucose
(rng/dl)

RH
Corn

1,040
770

NA
NA

84.81%
82.73%

15.19%
17.27%

0.234

Testosterone
(ng/dl)

RH
Corn

1,034
769

4.93%
6.37%

94.58%
93-11%

0.48%
0.52%

0.414
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MENNEN.

P Value For
Group Difference

Variable

TABLE 17.

Variable
T
3
Uptake
(3)
T4
(ug/dl)

Group
RH
Com
RH
Com
RH

RANCH HAND COMPARISON GROUP MEANS OF ENDOCRINE VARIABLES

N

UnadJ.
Mean

1,037

30.28

770

30.14

1,038

8.46

770

8.39

1,038

2.54

770

2.51

P
Value For
Unadj.
Means

Adjusted
Mean

P
Value For
Adjusted
Means

Remarks kbout
Adjusting
Covariates
Group-by-age
interaction
(p-0.026)

0.21
8.45
8.39

0.31

0.38

2.54

FTI
Com
2-hr
Glucose
(mg/dl)

RH

Testos-

RH

terone
(ng/dl)

Com

Com

1,045

104

773

102

1,039

654

772

634

2.51

0.07

0.37

*

0.13

*

Group-by-age
interaction
(p-0.006)

652
637

0.02

0.06

*Signifies interaction present rendering group means noninformative.

Mortality

Administration of single doses of dioxin to animals can result in lethal-

ity with marked species differences being observed.42 Repeated daily doses
can also lead to death. No studies with large numbers of animals (for
initance, with 100 control and 100 exposed animals) are being conducted where
the possibility of life shortening by very low doses of dioxin can be evaluated.
The Australian government prgides a very complex report addressing
Infantry exhibited a relative mortality
mortality among Vietnam veterans.•
Engineers exhibrate of 0.96 with 95% confidence interval from 0.7 to 1.3.
ited a relative mortality rate of 2.5 (confidence interval 1.4 to 4.0); armour
and artillery, 1.06 (confidence interval 0.7 to 1.7); veterans with minor
field presence, 1.5 (confidence interval 0.9 to 2.6); and non-field corps,
Thus, only the engineers exhibited a
1.01 (confidence interval 0.7 to 1.5).
significant difference (p-0.001), and that difference involved
statistically
increased Vietnam veteran mortality.
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In the AFHS, cumulative mortality as of 31 December 1984 displays no
statistically significant overall Ranch Hand-comparison differences. Summary
counts of death and age standardized mortality ratios (SMR) by rank and occupation are given in Table 18.

TABLE 18.

Rank
Officers
Enlisted

SUMMARY COUNTS,

SMRs AND P VALUES FOR DEATH BY RANK AND OCCUPATION

Ranch Hand
At Risk
Dead
Rate
466
791

16
39

Flying

646

Ground

611

Comparison
At Risk
Dead

Rate

SMR

P Value

.043
.048

.791
1.03

.37
.89

.726

.13

.034
.049

2278
3893

24

.037

3163

161

.051

31

.051

3008

124

.041

98
187

Occupation

1.23

.33

Further study of these mortality data discloses complex patterns with
date of birth (which is related to date of service in Vietnam) and date of
death.

CONCLUSION
In this report, eleven clinical areas have been emphasized based on a
clinical toxicological profile developed from the literature concerning animal
and human responses to dioxin and availability of data in the AFHS. Table 19
lists the general toxicological effects anticipated on the basis of the literature and also summarizes Ranch Hand findings. The toxicological profile we
have developed from the i.iterature certainly has an element of subjectivity as
articles were selected and interpreted from a very large literature. Similarly, each observation in the AFHS can be challenged, and some specific
caveats have already been mentioned.
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TABLE 19.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS*

Toxicological Effect
Suggested by Animal and
Human Literature on Dioxin

"o"

Observation In
AFHS

Weight Loss
Increased Neoplasia

0

Increased birth Defects
Neurological Changes
Psychological Changes

+
o
+

Hepatotoxicity
Chloracne
Cardiovascular Changes

+
o
+

+

Immunological Deficits

o

Endocrine Changes
Increased Mortality

÷/o

indicates no group differences observed

"÷1+"
indicates group difference observed in expected direction
"-"

indicates group difference observed but in opposite direction

At this time one cannot ascribe the observed group differences to an
effect of dioxin. One cannot implicate dioxin for at least four reasons:
(a)
the exposure index completely failed to demonstrate any association between
increased exposure and increasing adverse outcome; (b) the full clinical profile for dioxin was not realized with the absence of chloracne being particularly noteworthy; (c) uninvestigated confounding variables remain for several
of the target clinical endpoints, and resolution of these issues may alter the
observed group differences; and (d) the effect of multiple statistical testing
is not well defined.
However, the AFHS does not exonerate dioxin as a causative agent of these
group differences.
This conclusion is supported by three reasons:
(a) in six
of eleven clinical variables, statistically significant group differences
occurred, and in five of these six instances the group differences were in the
direction of expected dioxin effects; (b) uninvestigated confounding variables
remain for several of the targeted clinical endpoints and resolution of these
issues could alter group differences; and (c) the currently available exposure
index is only an indication of exposure with unknown precision.
The overall probability of obtaining the AFHS results under the hypothesis of no group difference is not known. The summary in Table 19 znnot be
used for statistical inference at this time because the table summarizes the
results of hundreds of potentially correlated tests of significance. Further
clarification of the role of dioxin in human health must await the results of
the follow-up phases of the AFHS and other ongoing epidemiologic studies of
dioxin-exposed groups.
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